
Signed Exeutables for LinuxLeendert van Doornleendert�watson.ibm.omIBM T.J. Watson Researh CenterYorktown, NY Gero Ballintijn �gero�s.vu.nlVrije UniversiteitAmsterdam, The NetherlandsWilliam A. Arbaugh ywaa�s.umd.eduUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, MDJune 4, 2001CS-TR-4259AbstratWe desribe the design and implementation of signedexeutables for Linux, whih provide the followingstrong integrity guarantees: the inability to tamper withexeutables and the inability to add new unauthorizedexeutables. Unlike other implementations, ours oversstatially and dynamially linked exeutables as well asexeutable sripts. In addition, we redued the over-head of signature veri�ation to almost zero by ahingthe suessful veri�ation results. The negligible over-head enables signature veri�ation to be used as a basibuilding blok for other appliations of whih some aredesribed in this paper.1 IntrodutionThe ability to authentiate the originator of a networkonnetion and verify the integrity of the transmitteddata are onsidered the basi building bloks of se-ure distributed systems. When it omes to exeutable�les on suh a system, we appear to be satis�ed withmuh weaker integrity guarantees, even though exe-utables should be onsidered part of a seure founda-tion as well. Hene, exeutables must be authentiated�This work was done as part of an internship at IBM's T.J.Watson Researh Center.yPortions of this work were funded by an IBM Faulty Fel-lowship.

and proteted against integrity attaks. This is onve-niently ahieved by digitally signing them.Signed exeutables have a number of interestingproperties. They prevent intruders from replaing ex-eutables with unsigned versions that have a bakdoorinstalled in them, they allow system administrators todetermine what exeutables their users run and, if sodesired, restrit the exeution of them- essentially pro-viding mandatory aess ontrol.We have implemented digitally signed exeutablesfor the Linux operating system. While the onept ofa signed exeutable is a straightforward one, the imple-mentation of it in a real system raises many interestingand unanswered questions. Among these are how toe�etively deal with:� Dynamially linked exeutables.� Exeutable sripts, and� Performane.Our system performs the digital signature hek byaugmenting the ativation proess. Before a binary�le is exeuted, an embedded signature is veri�ed andwhen it is valid the binary is exeuted. This mehanismis easy to implement for statially linked exeutables.Dynami exeutables, unfortunately, are problematiin this model beause they load and run additional odeafter veri�ation. That is, what is veri�ed is a sub-set of what is running. We solve this problem by theintrodution of delegation erti�ates and make sure1



the signed portions of the exeutables verify the dy-namially loaded ode before exeuting it. A similartehnique is used for exeutable sripts.In order to ensure widespread adoption, the signa-ture veri�ation must have an almost negligible per-formane overhead. In our system we ahieve this byintroduing a signature ahe whih ontains the re-sults of all previous valid signature veri�ation heks.One an exeutable has been veri�ed suessfully, thisresult is ahed and future veri�ations are skipped-provided the �le has not been modi�ed. This ahedramatially redues the performane overhead of oursystem.In the next setion, we disuss the issues involvedin using digital signatures and the guarantees our sys-tem provides. Setion 3 desribes the implementationof our system: stati and dynamially linked signedexeutables, signed exeutable sripts, and the signa-ture ahe. Setion 4 disusses some of our experieneswith signed exeutables and inludes performane mea-surements. Setion 5 desribes a number of useful ap-pliations our work and is followed by a future workdisussion in Setion 6. Related work is desribed inSetion 7.2 Design IssuesIn the design of our system we were primarily fousedon providing the following two integrity guarantees:� Prevent the modi�ation of authorized exeuta-bles, and� Prevent the addition of unauthorized exeutables.Central to these guarantees is the notion of an exter-nal, possibly o�-line, authorization proess that deter-mines whether an exeutable is allowed to be exeutedon a given set of systems. The exat nature of this pro-ess is outside the sope of this paper. In this paper,we are primarily onerned with the implementation ofthe enforement mehanism.In our system we opted for digitally signing individ-ual exeutables rather than using extended �lesystemattributes [8℄ or a signature database. The use of ex-tended attributes has the advantage that it allows all�les to be signed (i.e., on�guration �les, databases,C programs), but has the disadvantage that it doesnot work on �lesystems that do not support extendedattributes or remote �le systems. Remote �lesystemsare espeially problemati sine we need an additionalmehanism to ensure that the remote server is present-ing the true extended attributes. In addition, the im-plementation overhead for extended attributes is on-

siderable, and we wished to keep our implementationlimited to a small set of hanges.The use of a signature database has the advantagethat it does not require the modi�ation of the exe-utable itself, but has the disadvantage that it needsto be updated every time a new exeutable is added ormodi�ed. The entire database has to be signed whihrequires invoking the authorization proess on everyupdate. The other disadvantage is that the systemadministrator has to manage two separate �les, the ex-eutable ontent and its signature, instead of one.In our system, we attahed the signature to the exe-utable ontent. This has the advantages that we onlydeal with a single ontainer, and the implementationrequires only a small number of kernel modi�ations.To permit exibility, we added attributes to the signa-ture, and rather than inventing our own formats usedstandards as muh possible. Hene we use ELF [9℄ forour exeutable binaries, the PKCS#7 [10℄ format forstoring our signatures, and the X.509 [21℄ format forstoring publi key erti�ates.Our system ensures its integrity guarantees for ex-eutables at load time. It does not provide protetionagainst run-time attaks suh as ode injetion attaks(e.g., bu�er overows). These should be handled at adi�erent level.The urrent implementation of the system is vul-nerable to two attaks. The �rst attak replaes thepubli key used to verify signatures with a new pub-li key known by the attaker. The attaker thenre-signs some of the binaries he/she is interested in.This attak is possible sine we urrently use a �le,/et/ertifiate, to store the publi key. This at-tak an be ountered by using a seure boot meha-nism, as desribed in Setion 5.The seond attak is an overwrite or downgrade at-tak. In this attak, the haker has gained aess toa mahine and opied, for example, the urrent signedversion of the ftp daemon, say wuftpd. After a monthor so, when the next wuftpd bug is disovered, the sys-tem administrator installs a new and improved signedversion of the ftp daemon. The attaker now replaesthe new signed version with the older signed version,whih has the known bug and for whih the attakerpresumably an exploit. This attak is undeteted byour urrent system sine it does not keep any state onindividual �les.Preventing this kind of attak either requires re-ating a new key-pair and resigning all exeutables orkeeping a signed revoation list. Sine this list willgrow arbitrarily, revoation reords annot be deleted,we need to purge the list by reating a new key and re-sign all exeutables. None of this is supported by our
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(optional)Figure 1: ELF objet �le format (exeution view).urrent implementation.3 ImplementationWe implemented the signature heking for exeutablesusing the ELF format [9℄. The Exeutable and Link-ing Format (ELF) standard, desribes the struture ofobjet �les. It distinguishes three types: exeutable�les, shared objet �les, and reloatable �les. Ourwork fouses on the �rst two types sine reloatable�les are not used in program exeution{ only duringprogram reation. The ELF format is a onvenient im-plementation vehile sine it allows extensions to thebasi format. Adding signatures to other formats, suhas COFF or a.out, is possible but requires a ertainamount of shoehorning. Our urrent kernel only sup-ports the ELF format so that appliations annot by-pass the signature veri�ation mehanism.All ELF objet �les follow the same general stru-ture. This struture distinguishes two views of an ob-jet �le: linking, and exeution. Sine we deal withsignatures on a per exeutable granularity, we are in-terested only in the exeution view. In the exeutionview, an ELF objet �le onsist of four parts, as shownin Figure 1: a general ELF header, the program headertable, a sequene of segments, and an optional setionheader table. The general ELF header gives global in-formation on the objet �le, like its type and intendedplatform. The program header table lists the segments,and provides their harateristis, suh as the type ofsegment, size, and o�set. The segments ontain theatual ode and data that will be loaded into memorywhen the exeutable is started. The �le ends with theoptional setion header table that stores informationused during program reation.For our signature heking implementation, we in-trodue a new type of ELF segment: the signature seg-ment. This segment ontains the digital signature of

OBJECT IDENTIFIER signedData // ontent typeINTEGER 1 // versionOBJECT IDENTIFIER md5 NULL // digest algorithmOBJECT IDENTIFIER data // ontent typeINTEGER 3 // versionOCTET STRING // key identifier68 78 2A 64 3D E2 50 47 B7 E7 90 94 21 F9 F5 FFB6 94 D2 BFOBJECT IDENTIFIER md5 NULL // digest algorithmOBJECT IDENTIFIER rsaEnryption NULL // enryption algorithmOCTET STRING // signature data0E 64 20 D1 2D 23 0F 26 61 B1 86 39 02 8F 12 270F CA 97 0A B0 A2 C2 5E E5 7D 4F 3D DA 96 39 B962 7F 1D 60 70 64 7F CE B2 D6 62 F4 74 61 CD 68F2 A2 FB A3 03 5F 7F 6A 66 88 C6 6B 4B 6F 70 E581 11 C8 35 DE D2 B4 6A EF 9F AE 76 CC DB 74 ADD7 85 6A EC 64 A9 2A 5A F9 19 5E E1 EA 67 B1 12EC C4 7A 30 B8 4F 99 40 A5 F7 68 62 C5 CB DE BBBD 64 3E F6 29 C2 45 09 01 C3 63 51 81 36 B7 DAFigure 2: Simpli�ed dump of /bin/ls's (CMS) signa-ture.those parts of the exeutable that are used during exe-ution. More spei�ally, the signature overs the ELFparts listed below:� ELF header.� All program headers.� All loadable segments, and� The interpreter segment.The rationale behind signing these ELF portions isdesribed in the setions below.We use the PKCS#7 [10℄ format for our digital sig-natures implementation. A human readable exampleof suh a signature is shown in Figure 2 whih is takenfrom the /bin/ls program. We hose the PKCS#7format sine it is extensible, allowing us to store extrainformation in the future. It is also useful that it is awell-known format with publily available implemen-tations, allowing us to implement our system quikly.The signature is reated using the MD5 seure hashfuntion and the RSA enryption sheme [13℄. How-ever, given the possible weaknesses of MD5 [4℄, we ex-pet to use a di�erent seure hash algorithm in thefuture, e.g. SHA1.3.1 Statially Linked ExeutablesThe atual signature veri�ation is performed duringthe exeve() system all. During this system all thememory image of the urrent proess is disarded, anda new memory image is reated using the exeutable



�le, given as a parameter. When exeve() is alled bya proess, the kernel �rst determines the atual binaryformat of the spei�ed exeutable. One determined,a loader for the spei� binary format is alled{ in ourase that is the ELF binary loader.The ELF loader ontinues the loading proess by�rst loading the general ELF header and then the pro-gram header table. A san of the program header ta-ble indiates whih segments are needed to reate thenew memory image. These segments are marked asloadable. The Linux kernel does not atually load theloadable segments into memory, but instead uses thekernel's memory mapping apabilities. Mapping theloadable segment into the proess' memory is more ef-�ient, beause it results in loading only those pagesthat are atually used. After the segments are loaded,the kernel returns ontrol to the proess at the startaddress spei�ed in the general ELF header.To seure the exeution of an exeutable �le, weneed to sign those setions of the �le that an a-tually inuene its exeution. For a statially linkedexeutable that inludes the general ELF header, theprogram header table, and the loadable segments. Apotential attaker annot interfere by modifying, re-ating, or deleting segments, without also invalidatingthe exeutable's signature.Signature veri�ation is straightforward in the aseof statially linked exeutables. It onsists of om-puting the seure hash funtion over the general ELFheader, program header table, and loadable segments,and using the publi key to verify the outome. Thepubli key used during signature veri�ation was al-ready loaded from the /et/ertifiate �le duringkernel initialization.A slight problem arises when the veri�ation fails.Sine the original memory image has been disarded,there is no running program to return an error ode.We deided to let the proess die on a signal to allowits parent proess to notie the error ondition.An important assumption that we made is thatan exeutable annot be hanged during exeution.Sine the veri�ation ours prior to exeution, thereis the possibility that an attaker might hange the ex-eutable �le while it is in use. This is partiularly im-portant in the presene of demand loaded exeutables.Writing to the exeutable �le after it is veri�ed, mightallow unveri�ed ode to be introdued when pages arereloaded from the exeutable by the virtual memorysystem.Normally, this is not a problem sine the kernel doesnot allow an exeutable to be hanged during exeu-tion. This requirement an, however, only be enforedfor �les on a loal �lesystem. Files on a remote �lesys-

tem, suh as NFS, an be hanged without the loalkernel being aware of it. The only way to avoid thisproblem is to atually load the exeutable prior to ver-i�ation. This way a loal opy is made of the ontentsthat annot be hanged after veri�ation.3.2 Dynamially Linked ExeutablesThe exeution model for a dynamially linked exe-utable adds two steps to the stati one. As in ase fora statially linked exeutable, the kernel begins withloading the general ELF header and program headertable. The exeve() system all identi�es a dynam-ially linked exeutable when it �nds an interpretersegment in the program header table. The interpretersegment stores the path to the dynami linker, usually/lib/ld.so on Linux.After mapping the loadable segments, the kernelalso maps the dynami linker into the proess' memoryimage. The kernel then passes ontrol to the dynamilinker, allowing it to load some or all of the dynami-ally linked libraries. The dynami linker is either anexeutable or shared objet �le. Note that the dynamilinker is atually part of the proess' memory image.The ontent of a proess' memory image is deter-mined by three soures: the exeutable, the dynamilinker, and the dynamially linked libraries. To ensurethe proper reation of the memory image, we must signthe loadable segments from these soures. But, we alsomust sign the interpreter segment and the linking infor-mation used by the dynami linker. This informationis stored in the dynami segment.The signature veri�ation ours immediately afterthe segments are mapped. For dynamially linked ex-eutables, this means that the kernel must verify boththe exeutable, and the dynami linker must verify thedynamially linked libraries. This results in the veri�-ation of dynamially linked libraries in user spae.The addition of the interpreter segment to the listsof segments requiring signing is a simple extension ofthe stati exeutable veri�ation model. There is, how-ever, no need to add the dynami segment to the signa-ture hek sine it is always loated inside another load-able segment, and is thus overed by the fat that wesign all loadable segments. If an exeutable or sharedobjet �le would have a separate dynami segment,that segment would need to be signed and veri�ed aswell.3.3 Sript ExeutablesFor sript exeutables, we use the same indiretion stepas used for dynamially linked libraries. When a sript
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Figure 3: Kernel signature ahe operations.is started, the kernel searhes for a binary loader, asusual. However, when the kernel determines that theexeutable �le is atually a sript, it loads the sriptinterpreter instead, giving the sript as parameter. Theinterpreter will then load and interpret the sript. Tosupport sripts we must modify the sript interpreter toverify the signature of the sript. The sript interpreterthen performs a role similar to the dynami linker.Sript exeutables do pose several problems. The�rst problem is that we need signature veri�ationfuntionality in every sript interpreter. This an leadto a rapid inrease in the number of plaes where signa-tures are veri�ed, ompared to the base solution whereonly the kernel and the dynami linker performed thehek. A seond problem is that sripting languagesfrequently allow user input as exeutable ontent. Thisontent is not signed, and will thus allow the exeutionof arbitrary ode.3.4 Signature CaheSignature veri�ation unfortunately signi�antly slowsthe startup time of programs. Sine all segments areompletely loaded to ompute the seure hash fun-tion, the performane gain of dynami loading of exe-utables is lost. To avoid this loss of performane, weneed to avoid the signature veri�ation when possible.The signature atually does not need to be omputedevery time it is exeuted. If the kernel knows it hasveri�ed an exeutable �le before, and an determinethat the �le has not hanged afterwards, it an simplyreuse the previous result. This is, in fat, a signatureahe{ amortizing the veri�ation ost aross multipleinvoations.The kernel uses the signature ahe to assoiate averi�ation result with an exeutable �le. When thekernel is about to verify an exeutable �le, it looks inthe ahe for a previous result, and after verifying anexeutable �le the results are stored in the ahe. Thekernel does, however, need to know that an exeutable�le has hanged sine its veri�ation result needs to

be purged from the ahe when that happens. Thismeans we have to hek every potential �le hange.Sine this implies heking every write() system alland a signi�ant performane degradation, we hose tosimply look at the open() all. When a �le is openedfor writing, its signature will be purged, as shown inFigure 3.Remote �lesystems also pose a problem for the sig-nature ahe. Sine the kernel annot see all thehanges made to a �le on a remote �lesystem, it anpotentially ahe a veri�ation result while the �le hasbeen modi�ed. For this reason, the signature ahe annot be used with remote �lesystems.A seond problem is that a signature ahe an onlybe e�etive if its results are atually reused. This isnot a problem for the kernel, but sine the dynamilinker runs in user spae, it an not trust the veri�a-tion results of the dynami linkers in other proesses.A simple way to avoid this problem is to let the kernelperform the atual signature veri�ation, and presentthis funtionality to a proess via a new system all.This new system all, verify(), takes an open �le de-sriptor as argument and validates it's signature andreturns the result. If the signature is valid, it is alsoadded to the ahe. This way the dynami linker doesnot have to verify a signature itself{ it simply asks thekernel. This is straightforward for both exeutable andshared objet �les sine they all share the ELF format.Sripting languages �t less well in this model, and theirresult is urrently not ahed.4 PerformaneWe measured the performane of our system using a setof sample appliations that are indiative for a devel-opment system. Table 1 summarizes the performanemeasurements of our system under a typial applia-tion load. We measured the exeution time in threesituations: the signature veri�ation turned o�, thesignature veri�ation enabled but the signature ahedisabled, and the both signature veri�ation and aheenabled. The �rst measurement gives an indiation ofthe original performane while the later two show theimpat of signature veri�ation and the impat of theahe.The system we used for our measurements onsistedof a 900MHz Athlon with 128MB memory runningRedHat 6.2 and a 2.2.16 Linux kernel. For our im-plementation we tried to reuse as many available om-ponents as possible. For signature veri�ation in thekernel, we used the RSAREF [19℄ library and modi-�ed the existing ELF loader. These modi�ations weresmall and onsisted only of 482 lines of ode.



Program Unveri�ed Veri�ed Veri�ed+Cahels / 1261 31799 1243sh /dev/null 2710 58084 2670g hw. 294634 522311 294634vi - :q 4377 49389 4359Table 1: Appliation exeution time (in �se).Program Unveri�ed Veri�ed Veri�ed+Caheboot to login prompt 20 35 21Table 2: Exeution time (in se).The overhead for signature veri�ation (without theahe) is signi�ant1, in some ases even 96% of theexeution time is due to signature heking. This over-head disappears ompletely as soon as we introdue thesignature ahe{ sine no veri�ation is required witha ahe hit. The fat that signed exeutables with asignature ahe are slightly faster than unveri�ed ex-eutables is a urious result. While the numbers arewithin the margin of error they might be aused bysome as yet unexplained prefeth e�et within the VMsubsystem.Table 2 shows the impat of signature veri�ationduring the system bootstrap proess. The performanenumbers are onsistent with the previous results andshow that the overhead with a signature ahe beomesnegligible.5 AppliationsThe signed exeutables desribed in this paper form thebuilding bloks for a number of interesting appliationsand extensions. In this setion we will look at four ofthem. They inlude: seure boot, system administra-tion, apabilities, and appliation identi�ation,Seure boot [1℄ is a proedure whereby the initialprogram loader (usually the BIOS) veri�es the signa-ture of the bootstrap loader before it atually exeutesit. In turn, the bootstrap loader will verify the signa-ture of the operating system kernel before bootstrap-ping it. Our work is a logial ontinuation of this seurebootstrap proess. Where the seure boot proedureguarantees that only appropriately signed kernels arestarted, our work extends this by guaranteeing thatonly appropriately signed appliations are exeuted.Integrating signed exeutables with a seure bootmehanism prevents an attak on the root erti�atethat is used by the kernel to verify the signatures. In1Part of this overhead is due to the use of RSAREF ratherthan an optimized implementation of RSA.

our urrent system the root erti�ate is stored in awell-known �le, /et/ertifiate, whih ould po-tentially be replaed by an attaker with a di�erent er-ti�ate. When using seure boot, the bootstrap loaderwould pass the erti�ate to the kernel or verify thatthe one stored in the �lesystem is valid before atuallybooting the kernel. Another way to prevent this attakis to store the erti�ate on a token suh as a smart-ard, but this too requires a seure boot mehanism toensure that the erti�ate is atually used.The seond use of signed exeutables is for systemadministration. Signed binaries an be used to ontrolwhat the user is permitted to exeute on a system. It iseasy to imagine multiple pro�les suh as, a web server,a �rewall, a developer mahine, or a seretary mahine.Eah exeutable would be lassi�ed into the groups itbelonged. These groups would then be stored as sig-nature attributes in eah exeutable. At boot up, theadministrator would speify the desired domain andthe mahine would only exeute the binaries belongingto that group. For example, a seretary would be ableto exeute a mail lient and an oÆe suite, but notthe C ompiler, Perl, or any other system utility. A�rewall would be even more restritive. The advantageof using signature attributes is that a single softwaredistribution suÆes for many di�erent uses and henesimpli�es the maintenane job for the administrator.An alternative appliation of this mehanism would beto enfore software lienses without having to keep dif-ferent software distributions.Closely assoiated with tagged attributes is the tag-ging of apabilities. Rather than storing the setuidor setgid properties of an exeutable in the �lesystemthey ould be stored in the signature attributes. Thiswould prevent a potential attaker from marking pro-grams setuid sine that would require the possession ofthe o�-line seret key used to sign the binaries.So far we have used digital signatures as a way toauthentiate an exeutable to the kernel. They an



also be used to identify themselves to other applia-tions. This is espeially useful for remote appliationswhere the lient wants to establish the identity of theserver. A remote server an present its digital signa-ture as proof of this. Of ourse, this in itself is not suf-�ient, it has to be signed by the kernel it is running onin order to show that the server is not spoo�ng the er-ti�ate. This works reursively. We also need to knowthe authentiity of the kernel whih requires the boot-strap loader to vouh for it. This requires authentiityguarantees for the bootstrap loader and therefore re-quires a seure boot mehanism. Eventually this leadsto a PKI with a shared root between the lient and theserver from whih trust is aquired.The appliation identi�ation mehanism lets alient enfore to whih version of the server it wishes toommuniate, on whih version of the operating systemit runs, and whih version of the �rmware it uses. Thisis espeially useful in the area of seure ryptographioproessors [20℄ that are used to store highly sensitivedata. It is ruial for a lient to reliably establish trustin a server running on these devies before ommittingdata to it. In fat, knowing what server is urrentlyrunning on the devie is often not suÆient. Depend-ing on the type of appliation, additional informationabout what else is running on the devie and what ranin the past may all be used by the lient to determineits trust in the devie.6 Future WorkIn the previous setion we desribed a number of ap-pliations that all use the signature mehanism as abasi building blok. In this setion we look at moreimmediate future work.In our urrent system we do not sign and verify ker-nel modules. Inluding these in our system is straight-forward and uses the same delegation mehanism weuse for shared libraries and sripts. Kernel modules areloaded and reloated by a separate program, insmod,before the prepared module image is mapped into thekernel address spae. To verify kernel modules we needto enhane insmod to verify the module's signature be-fore proessing it.The rediretion of standard input into a sript raisesseveral problems with only two possible solutions. The�rst potential solution eliminates rediretion from allauthorized interpreters. And, the seond requires thateah IO stream begins with an authorized signature.Unfortunately, both solutions prevent the use of theommand line or on the y sripts. While this willannoy the system administrators, this funtionality vi-olates one of our design priniples{ preventing the ex-

eution of unauthorized ode. As a result, we will beimplementing the seond solution whih, fortunately,maps losely with the approah already taken with in-terpreted sripts.7 Related WorkIntegrity heking for appliations has a long history,but it is only reently that proessor performane hasbeome suÆient to support the use of publi key ryp-tography within the kernel. In this setion, we presentbakground information on the related work to our ef-fort.7.1 LousThe �rst to propose the use of integrity heks basedon message authentiation odes and digital signatureswere Pozzo and Gray in 1986 and 1987 [18, 17, 16℄.Their goal was to prevent viruses, and they imple-mented their system as part of the Lous distributedoperating system. The idea was to plae a digital sig-nature on eah appliation. The kernel then took theresponsibility for validating the signature. If the sig-nature did not math, then the appliation was notexeuted. Thus a virus ould infet a �le, but it ouldnot propagate- essentially utting o� the viruses vetor.Unfortunately, the omputing power available to Pozzoand Grey at that time was not suÆient to support theuse of publi key ryptography. As a result, the initialprototype only used the UNIX rypt funtion to re-ate a four byte �ngerprint for eah \signed" �le. Theauthors reognized that suh a mehanism was insuf-�ient, but the inadequay of proessing power at thetime prevented a more robust solution. Fortunately,the omputing power now exists suh that a mehanismas proposed by Pozzo and Grey is now possible. But,Pozzo and Grey only addressed the problem with amonolithi kernel. They never addressed issues suh askernel modules, shared libraries, nor shell rediretion.Pozzo and Grey did, however, identify that the useof signatures on exeutables ould implement a strongform of aess ontrol.7.2 TripwireTripwirerprovides an exellent means for ensuring theintegrity of a �lesystem [12, 11℄. It has been used foryears by many sites to suessfully detet the e�ets ofintrusions, i.e. the modi�ation of binaries and/or on-�guration �les. Unfortunately, Tripwire's fundamentalaw is that it relies on the validity of the operating



system, the Tripwire binary, and the database of sig-natures. If any of these items is modi�ed to provideinorret results to hide maliious hanges, then theanalysis by Tripwire is suspet and likely to produefalse negatives [7, 6℄. Another major short oming ofTripwire is that it does not perform its integrity heksin real time, i.e. prior to the �le or appliation be-ing used. As a result, the ompromise of a site ouldbe missed up to the length of time between Tripwireheks. While Tripwire does perform funtions beyondthe work desribed this paper, e.g. integrity protetionfor non-exeutable �les, the drawbaks to Tripwire re-main signi�ant.7.3 AEGIS KernelA preursor to this work was a signed exeution proto-type produed by one of the authors while employed bythe U.S. Department of Defense [2℄. Modi�ations weremade to the SunOS 4.X kernel tree so that the integrityof a �le was veri�ed prior to exeution. The prototypeused RSA, MD5, and a simple erti�ate format ap-pended to the end of a.out �les. In 1995, the SunOSprototype was ported to FreeBSD where the oneptof a veri�ation ahe was introdued to amortize theveri�ation ost. Both prototypes identi�ed the numer-ous issues with interpreted sripts, shared libraries, andloadable kernel modules, but neither prototype imple-mented a solution.7.4 IBM 4758The IBM 4758 seure ryptographi oproessor [20℄uses a signed pakaging mehanism to load exeutablesinto the devie. The pakage is signed by a developerkey whih was generated by the developer and signedo�-line by the IBM root key. This root key is only usedby the ard to verify the developer signature, whihexeutable an be loaded is ontrolled by the developerkey. The signing information on the exeutable is usedin a mehanism alled outgoing authentiation whihis an initial version of appliation identi�ation. Thelater still requires further study, espeially in the areaof dynami kernels and multiple devie owners.7.5 AuthentiodeMirosoft urrently uses several types of integrityheking. First, they have plaed digital signatureson devie drivers for Windows 2000 and before thatWindows 98 [15℄. The windows kernel will not loada driver without a valid signature. While this featureould be viewed as a seurity feature, its implementa-tion was probably more of a on�guration management

issue, i.e. prevent the loading of unapproved drivers sothe mahine doesn't rash. Finally, Mirosoft imple-ments a ode signing mehanism entitled Authentiodethat plaes a digital signature on AtiveX ontrols [14℄.The signatures on the ontrols are used in onjuntionwith loal poliy to determine if the ontrol will beexeuted, or ignored. In essene, providing a limitedform of mandatory aess ontrol as in the early Javaseurity arhiteture [3℄.7.6 Java Code signingThe signing of Java appliations and applets initiallyonly supported an all or nothing approah to aessontrol as in Authentiode. Appliations on the loal�lesystem were ompletely trusted with or without asignature. Remote ode was untrusted unless it on-tained a valid signature. The urrent seurity arhi-teture for Java, however, provides for a �ne grainedaess ontrol mehanism [5℄. In the urrent seurityarhiteture, a loal poliy �le determines what, if any-thing, resoures appliations and applets an aess.The poliy an, for instane, allow only those applia-tions signed by ertain publi keys to aess loal �les.8 ConlusionsWhile integrity has long been a desirable property fornetwork and distributed seurity e�orts, it has, for themost part, been ignored within modern operating sys-tems. The result is that add-on mehanisms suh asTripwire were employed by a large set of users requir-ing strong integrity guarantees. We believe that suhintegrity mehanisms belong in the kernel and below{for one integrity is lost, it an not be easily regained.One of the may reasons why strong integrity guaranteesare not present in modern operating systems is the in-orret pereption that suh mehanisms inur a largeperformane penalty. We have shown in this work thatsuh beliefs are misguided, and that through the useof a signature ahe strong integrity guarantees an beprovided with only a negligible performane penalty.AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Peter Gutmann for helpful om-ments on the paper. The authors are working towardsa publi release of the software desribed in this paper.Referenes[1℄ W. Arbaugh, D. Farber, and J. Smith. A Seure andReliable Bootstrap Arhiteture. In 1997 IEEE Sym-
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